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We are Now Distributors for DITZLER
Aircraft Paints
DOYLE
All Colors $1.:'PPlied from Stock . . . ADAMS

GEM SUPPLY

George Carroll

.

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
7204 PARWELK

We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies,
Ground Support Equipment & More.

8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

Phone (214) 350-7066

J. HOWARD FITCH

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE

(214) 637-3598

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN •
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NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

Sales - Service
Certified Flight Instruction
Familiarization Flights

SCOT'l', RAND.,&

6060 N. CENTRAL l;:XPY.
SUITE 738
DALLAS, TX 75206

GARY SEVEREN

(214) 369-7433

DALLAS NORTH AVIATION

Airstrip
Hanger Facilities
Denton, Texas

WATCH FOR NEW

LOCATION SOON

Sales & Showroom
14260 Marsh Lane
Dallas, TX 75234-3865

ATTENTION: . HOMEBUILDERS! ! !

BALLOON PORT, INC.

"RAVEN DEALER"
SALES • RIDES • PROMOTION • INSTRUCT,ON

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

PAUL CAMP

596-2468
DALLAS NORTH AIRPORT, P.O. BOX 894, PLANO, TX 75074

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

E.A.A. CHAPTER 168
EDITORS LETTER
March 1984
The decision to assume responsibility for editing the HANGAR ECHOES after
the fine job Dick Cavin did for so many years was not an easy one. We felt,
however, that we would get "feedback" from the chapter members that would
help in determining how well or how bad we were doing. The "feedback"
has been a little disappointing, that is until after the February newsletter.
Up intil that time we'd had five comments, one positive and four complaints
on not getting the letter on time. One of the complaints was from a Dallas
County Judge, and everyone knows how serious that is. The February newsletter brought an onslaught of mail and phone calls from 80%, no doubt of
the Chapter members. It all crone about from my statement that my heros
were never cowboys but aviators and listed a few of my favorite aviators.
One letter (unsigned) said it was fairweather fans like me who caused the
Cowboys to miss the Super Bowl this year. To that anonymous writer, we
were talking COW cowboys not football. Two letters and one phone call
indicated that I failed to mention all the other Chapter members who have
contributed so much to aviation. To have mentioned those would have been
almost a reproduction of our membership list. Just for the record we know
that many, many of our Chapter members were pioneer flyers and made commercial aviation the safe and convenient mode of transportation it is today.
We are also aware that many of our members have made great contributions to
the space program. The rest of the letters and phone calls were in regard
to our failure to recognize Orville and Wil·b ur in the list. Well! We
thought everyone, at least the native Texans, knew that the recognition of
of the first airplane flight as having been Orville and Wilbur was in error.
August 7, 1865, in a meadow outside San Antonio, Texas Jacob Frederick Brodbeck,
after a short ground roll took off and climbed to treetop level and leveled
off. His first landing must have been spectacular because he broke the
airship and was slightly injured.
Jacob Brodbeck was a German immigrant, school . teacher, piano tuner, inventor
and dreamer. His "homebuilt" had a rudder, movable wings and a clock spring
driven propeller. His attempt to raise money for another attempt failed.
Believe it or not, folks a.round San Antonio in 1865 were not into aviation.
They were trying to keep peace with the Indians and raise enough food in
the rocky Texas Hill Country soil to prevent mass malnutrition. Records
show that Brodbeck studied wing design, air resistance and wrote of the
possibility of using steam powered engines and predicted that planes would
someday haul cargo and passengers. In the late 1800 1 s he toured the nation
seeking support for his ideas without success. Some of his papers were
stolen in Michigan. He died at age 87, 1909 at his farm in Luckenbach in
Gillespie County without ever flying again.. That's why my hero is Jacob
Brodbeck, not the Yankee imposters. Thanks for your comments, it's nice to
know that HANGAR ECHOES is being read.
(Editors note -- If there are doubters among you let him go to Luckenbach,
Texas and get the facts straight from the saloon wall.)
Thanks to DICK CAVIN, LEW NIXON, DON STOVALL, and DICK JOHNSON for their
contributions to the February Echoes.
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You may have noticed that your February issue of HANGAR ECHOES got to
you more timely. This was because we used First Class postage. I left
them at the Brookhollow Post Office about 2:00 P.M. one day and I received
my copy in the mail the next day. That's about five days faster than third
class. It is apsolutely imperative that we continue to use First Class
postage. Our current dues structure won't support the additional expense
which means we will have to increase our dues or have a fund raiser of some
kind. You'll be hearing more about this from your Chapter officers at the
regular meeting.
The new Chapter roster is ready for printing. It should be ready for
distribution by the March meeting. It has been decided to hand these out
at the meeting to save mailing cost.
See you at the meeting!

MY PIETENPOLE AIR CAMPER
by
Robert Dunkelbarger
In addition to being a member of both Chapters 168 and 34, I am also still
considered a member of 579 in Aurora, Illinois. God bless those Yankees!
That's right, I'm another relocated Yankee due to lack of work in the North.
After a long period of being unemployed, I was offered a job here in Dallas
with the Design Resources Group, a furniture installation company, with a
large warehouse. They have been gracious enough to allow me to build my
airplane back in one corner.
I became interested in airplanes when as a boy I was quarantined with small
pox. The doctor brought my twin and me a rubber band model of the Fairchild.
The first one didn't fly, but they got better and after WWII I got into radio
control models.
Eventually, although 25 or 30 years too late, I went to Oshkosh. There I met
Paul Kilman, ex president of 579. After joining the chapter the members encouraged me to start a project. The Pietenpole seemed the logical place to
start for a model builder.
The Pietenpole was started in my wife's living room and dining room. When I
was offered a job in Dallas, they said bring your airplane and come on! The
ribs and fuselage sides were built, so I loaded them on the truck and moved
South.
Currently I have all the ribs built and the fuselage is 95% done, ready for
cover and installation of the landing gear and engine. I plan to use the
rotary engine .as demonstrated at our January meeting.
I'll be happy to show my project to anyone who.is interested. The most common question about my project is when are you going to finish your plane? I
think my best answer so far is "before I fly it 11 •
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"THE HAPI CROWD COMES TO TOWN"
by
Dick Cavin
Were .YQ!! one of those guys that forgot about the HAPI "dog and pony" show at
Red Bird Mall the night of February 20? If you were you really missed a good un.
1

Our good prez. GERRY CATHA. found the big conference room at the mall and altho
it was a little further to drive than the North Dallas boys are used to it really
wasn't too bad. LEW NIXON and I made it via freeway in 20 minutes. We also had
to try to have a place that would be convenient for the Ft. Worth and Arlington
people. so this was the best we could do on short notice. Besides that. it was
free and the mall graciously furnished coffee and soft drinks.
·
1

REX TAYLOR and his people had chairs for about 100 set up in front of a large
TV and tape recorder and I beliwve we might have had 75-80 folks there. all obviously quite pleased with the program. Video tape is really coming into its own
these days. rapidly replacing movies in most areas. Rex had 3 tapes. of about a
half hour each. that he ran for us. The first was on the Dragonfly. The others
were on the Sisler "Cygnet" (swan) and the little Corby "Starlet". a single place
aerobatic import from Australia. The tapes had lots of in-flight shots and a lot
of it was from the pilot's seat. Ground-to-air and air-to-air shots gave a
pretty good idea of performance capabilities of the three. Rex, as most of you
know. handles plans. parts. and assemblies for these designs. as an adjunct for
his main business. the reknowned HAPI engine conversion of the VW.
He also had two large display boards of KEN BROCK metal parts for both the engines and airframes. including the now-famous POSA carb (which now sports a metering valve to control in-flight mixture adjustments). Incidentally, I learned that
the carb was originally called POSA-FUEL carb {pronounced like POZZA), describing
its positive fuel flow characteristics. but everyone calls it Posa (sounding like
ROSA) and so POSA it is.
One of the Dragonfly displays was a forward fuselage section. that went from the
seat back to the firewall, and it got a good workout with chapter members getting
in and out and checking for size and visibility. The seating is semi-reclining,
with the gas tank providing part of the seat under one's thighs. Some found the
position a bit strange, or somewhat strained and uncomfortable. especially since
there was no seat or back padding. As for baggage area - there is none. Lew and
I hinged the seat back bulkhead at shoulder level on the one we were building,
which allowed us access to the bay just behind the seat. Even so, space for baggage (and capacity) would be quite limited. We always considered this a design
deficiency and it's almost a certainty that builders will do this on their own.
The Dragonfly basically is a cross country type airplane and it doesn't make much
sense to not even be able to carry a small overnight bag.
One other item that seemed to raise eyebrows amoung those trying on the cockpit
was the center mounted stub stick and single throttle mounted on the far left
side of the panel. This arrangement would preclude checking out a new pilot sitting in the right seat. Also the non-differential braking system came in for its
share of criticism. The mechanical brakes are actuated by cables attached to a
single T handle on the far left ·side. REX TAYLOR said this is no· problem. as the
tiny taTl wheel is steerable. Here again Lew and I modified it by adding another
throttle on hte far right and moving the brake T handle to the center console.
Here again we felt strongly that any two place airplane should be fully controllable from either seat.
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Another item that came up for discussion was the "swing over" canopy, as used on
the prototype and called out on the plans. Rex said they were exploring the idea
of going to a forward sliding canopy, an arrangement that like the swing over one
is less than ideal. The one piece windshield/canopy cannot be slid aft more than
a few inches, making access impossible. Perhaps a gull wing door arrangement might
be a better solution. (See Tony Bingelis 1 recent dissertation on canopies in the
last "Sport Aviation").
A swing over canopy is a potentially very dangerous - possible lethal - item. If
it comes open in flight it becomes a large spoiler that radically affects the lift
of a significant amount of the wing area, causing the airplane to roll sharply in
that direction. In addition, it imparts a severe YAWING moment from the eccentric
drag introduced. At least one Varieze accident has been attributed to this factor
and was strongly suspect in another.
I well remember letting another cahpter member fly my RV-1 several years back. I
strongly cautioned him to check that both fore and aft bayonets of the canopy latch
were engaged before takeoff. Somehow he missed getting the aft one in and after he
had rolled the airplane several times it popped open and over, just as he came out
of a roll. He could not budge it with one hand, so he was forced to cut the throttle, unfasten the belt and harness, and stand up and use both hands to swing it
back over and re-lock it. Needless to say, he arrived back on the ground visibly
shaken.
Such a combination windshield/canopy is very difficult to seal at the forward end.
That.' s not too bad in the summer, but one can sure get icicles on their whiskers
in the winter.
The real top attraction there was the pre-molded fuselage, that might well be a
look at the w~y of the future. The fuselage is molded in two sections and they
are joined together at top and bottom centerlines. At these points the core material is squeezed down to nearly zero for a couple of inches from the edge, allowing
one half to overlap the other fuselage half at this point. They also squeeze these
edges down enough to leave a trough-like depression on top of the joint. This
allows a 2 or 3 inch wide tape of fiberglas to be laid in this "trough" and wetted
out with resin, thus providing a more secure bond of the two halves.
The molded fuselage is done by a firm on Santa Paula, CA airport, known as TASK.
It is headed up by JIM KERN, who was a partner in the W.A.R. replicas company on
the other side of the runway.
The fuselage halves are molded in a female mold and come out with a quite smooth
exterior skin. First, a layer of pre-preg glass cloth is laid next to the mold,
followed by a thin sheet of adhesive. Then either Klegecel foam or paper honeycomb
(Nomex) is laid on (depending on the location.) Another thin adhesive sheet follows
and then another layer of pre-preg cloth. Finally, a thin layer of dacron is
applied to give a smooth interior. The resin will not adhere to the dacron and
it is stripped off after resin cure and discarded. This dacron is commonly called
"peel ply. 11
The entire mold and lay-up are then rolled into a big oven for "cooking" for 8 hours
at 250° F. This sets off the impregnated resin in the pre-preg cloth and also flows
the adhesive sheets, thus bonding the skins to the foam. Before the cooking process
starts they add cotton "bleeder" strips to soak up excess resin, the seal the entire
mold with a sheet of polyvinyl, so that a vacuum can be pulled on the lay-up. This
pulls the lay up very tightly to the mold and squeezes out excess resin, thus saving
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considerable weight.
and thrown away.

After cure the peel ~y and bleeder strips are stripped off

The TASK method results in a considerable change over the home shop method. The "from
scratch" method lay-up is flat sides anc a flat bottom, with a rounded turtleback
later added. What amount to 11 longerons 11 are added internally . These are placed at
lower corners and at shoulder level and are about 311 x 111 thick foam that is glassed
in to the sides to get rounded .corners on the bottom of the fuselage you have to grind
off much of this lower piece and cover with glass. The TASK people put a strip of
Nomex honeycomb in this area, which easily conforms to a curve, while the rigid
KLEGECEL can't be bend much without pre-kerfing slots . Homebuilders have to build
a crude female mold of scrap lumber and force a sheet of kerfed foam against it to
get the required curve. It is then glassed inside and out to retain the shape before
joining it to the fuselage sides. The homebuilt method is extremely labor intensive,
as compared to the TASK method, but is much cheaper of course.
Personally, if I were to build a Dragonfly I would spend the extra money and bypass
the extra weeks of labor. One could complete a fuselage by TASK in a couple of weekends, as compared to hundreds of hours of labor the 11 old 11 way. This doesn't include
more hundreds of hours sanding the exterior. THAT ' S REALLY LABOR IN MY BOOK.
The TASK people are only offering the fuselage, not the wing . Perhaps they will in
the future, but their reps didn't offer any encouragement in this area. He did tell
me that they have a 3/4 scale P 51 coming out soon, an all composite .
As several observed, this method is getting very close to what's been going on in the
model world for many years.
Rex showed me what's new on his HAP! engine and I believe he now has a truly 1st
class aircraft engine. He now has DUAL soli·d state ignition system, with 2 plugs per
jug, plus the POSA carb. All this adds up to reliability .
Like I said before, you missed out on a very good meeting. If you happen to be going
to Sun N Fun you'll get a second chance to see all this. Stay tuned for a report on
our Feb. meeting at Skyline High School Aviation Department.
DICK
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PENRY ESTATE SALE UPDATE:
,
pro mechanic tool cabinet, 3 work benches: . ;
Several chapt. members and close fr~ends of 4 steel filing cabinets, 2 BIG vises,2 wind- 1
Chas. Penry recently assembled at hi~ home . type air cond" rs, shop fan, fluo lites, -lg. :
to inventory the contents of Charley s shop ! draftin* table, 3 steel desks, etc .
f
and assist his widow in disposin? of ~hese i Penryome u at 4238 s. Crest Haven rd.,
I
items. The shop was so crammed with big,
:(about 500 yds ENE of Braniff's Love field
floor type machinery & tools that we could j base on Lemmon). crest Haven crosses Lovers
not even get . to most of the smaller hand
I Lane & also Bluff View.A-1 opportunity to
tools & hdw. to inventory, so a decision wa~ equip your shop at fraction of new prices.
made to first have a private (EAA members
I Reasonable minimum prices will be set. Bring
onfy}auction on Sat., Mar. 31st, 12:00pm to I checkbook, chapt. membership card, & tD &
dispose of __i:h_e big po~~: tool_~ -~ir~~-a _nd_ 1:9. i be prepared to move purchases same wk. end.
th-eri- naiie-·a "2nd aucti'on for ndw & smaller
; Additional details at Mar. chapt. meeting.
hand tools in April. The big tools are: a
; Note: no sales made prior to 12:00 em auctio
big table saw, 6" Joiner, 3 drill presses. I but items can be viewed at 11:00 am before
small lathe,wood lathe,band saw,power hack ! auction begins.
saw,large belt sander, table router,scroll I
Dick Cavin
saw, radial arm cut-off saw, gas welding rig,'j
electric welder,arbor press, air compressr,
c...l A.- To~sz....,. ftt!!IME
bench grinder .
:
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BUILDING AND FLYING A CHRISTEN EAGLE
by
Stan Karpelowitz
I had never built a full scale airplane before. My background with airplanes is
having built and flown radio control models since 1953 and having 5000 hours single and twin experience, with no tail dragger time. According to Frank Christenson, I was a perfect candidate for building a Christen Eagle. By that I mean my
lack of experience in building full scale aircraft didn't mean a thing. I guess
being a model builder it was only natural for me to have the desire to build a
full scale.
While on a trip to Northern California I took a tour of the Christen factory.
I came away extremely impressed. The most impressive feelings I came away with
with were how Frank had simplified his building sequences (made it easy for a
beginner to understand), the quality of the parts and the completeness of the
kit. At the time I ordered the kit I was between jobs and decided to extend
that time and build this airplane uninterrupted. Seven days a week, 10-12 hours
per day. Christen says you can build the kit in 1400 hours - it took me 2000.
The wing ribs are built from scratch in jigs. There are 56 ribs. I averaged
6 hours per rib. This included making all gussets, nailing 15,000 ¼• tack
nails and final careful sanding of each rib. Anyway, 4 months from the start
I had two lower wings and one upper wing varnished and hanging in my garage in
Denver, Colorado. Gluing a wooden wing in a garage in Denver, Colorado in the
middle of winter can impose some interesting problems like how do you keep the
temp at least 70 degrees inside the garage when the temp outside the garage is
zero degrees.
The glue needs 70 degrees to dry and set up properly. I used around the clock
kerosene burners and got up several times each night to check that they had not
gone off.
The fuselage frame is a work of art.
solutely flawless.

Completely helio-arced and painted.

Ab-

All riveting as for the turtle deck sheet metal bottom panels, nut plates and
engine baffles are pop rivets. As I think back, nothing strikes me as being
that difficult to construct, just very time consuming. Frank does such an excellant job in his 25 volume step-by-step procedure, that he takes virtually
all the guess work out of the procedures. And if you still have any questions,
he will personally answer the telephone 7 days a week. He never gets annoyed
at any question. The man is extremely patient and knowledgeable.
If I sound.like an ad for Christen Industries, it is only because I am most
pleased ..
The most tedious work is the doping and sanding, as all of you have ever finished a plane are aware. Multiply that by several times because of the involved paint scheme of the Eagle. One year, 8 months and approximately 2,000
hours after I started the project, we were ready to fly.
I would like to say at this point, the Eagle has no welding. It is all done
at the factory. Except for that fact, all in all there is still a lot of fabricating left to do. It is simply not a bolt together project.
Some people build only for the sheer . pleasure of building. Me! I build for
both the pleasure of building and flying. Mostly for flying. The Eagle has
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not dissapointed me. The Eagle in my estimation can be an intimidating airplane,
if you are a low-time pilot or have very little taildragger time. As like the
Pitts, it is not a beginners airplane. 7815K has been flying 16 months and now
has 150 hours. I am now first becoming comfortable with it.
In the air, it is sheer pleasure. Very precise, very, very responsive. Think
of changing pitch and it does. Aerobatics are actually easier to master in the
Eagle than say a Citabria, because of the power to weight ratio. Inverted flight
is easier also because of the fully semetrical airfoil. It is a straight forward
airplane - it does what you tell it to .
While doing inverted or upright spins, I have let go of the stick and the airplane
comes out of the spin on its own.
So, you say, why did you say it can be an intimidating airplane? Landing!!!!!
Sooner or later you have to come back to the runway. Very poor forward visability
together with a responsive short coupled landing gear, allow you no room for error
when landing on a narrow runway. Add 2,000 hours of T.L.C. and you have one easily
intimidated pilot.
Before the Eagle, I was getting bored with standard cross-country flights. The
Eagle project for me has fulfilled several important facets. 1) The fulfillment
of building your own aircraft 2) it has put the fun back in flying again for me.
There is nothing more exhilerating than putting your head back at the top of a
loop and watching the horizon come up. What do you do for an encore?
Although time and space doesn't permit a more detailed account of the construction
of the Eagle, I'll be glad to show the airplane and answer any questions you
might have if you will give me a call.

A_,

TEFLON TAPE

lnspection of an inoperative directional gyro revealed teflon tape particles on the filter screen
-which had stopped airflow to the instrument. Teflon particles were also found in the manifold
pressure and airspeed indicator. The tape was apparentlY applied to the threads when the
fostruments were installed. The reporting repair station advised this problem has been found
several times recently, and recommends that teflon tape not be used in instrumentation systems.

MIXTURE CONTROL PROBLEMS
There are 168 reports in the Service Difficulty Data Bank of mixture control discrepancies on
single-engine ai-rcraft which were -reported in the past 5 years. The reports were submitted on
Beech, Bellanca, Cessna, Enstrom, Gulfstream American, Mooney and Piper aircraft. Several of the
reports indicate that inadequate or improper maintenance and operational pracfices are
con tributing to the problems. . Other reports indicate that inadequate factory checks of new
aircraft and quality of replacement cables also contribute to the problem. Many of these
discrepancies were found during inspections but others went undetected until the failure occurred
during flight. In some cases, the mixture control failure during flight led to other
complications that terminated in a serious accident or costly incident. The number of reports
indicated that this is an area for improved products as well as improved maintenance practices and
inspection techniques. The importance of proper maintenance and thorough inspection of the
·
mixture control linkage assemblies cannot be overemphasized.
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4th ANNUAL EAA CHAPI'ER 302 FLY - IN · l

APRIL 7 & 8 (Ra.in date: APRIL 14 & 15)
0

I

O

Montgomecy County Airport.

,

Lat. 30 21 ; Long. 95 25 Houston Sectional.
22 NM on 345 Redial from Humble VOR 116.6

NDB: CXO - 281,

Coffee & donuts 7 - 11 am. ll,=,mburgers, Sausage on a
£tick & Soft drinks 11 a,m - 5 pm •••• 15 troph;ys to
be ewarded, bigger and better than lae,t year J !
Certificate£ pre£ented to all arriving a.ircrnft. Judging ends at 4
pm SAT.
Barbeque award dinner et 6:30 pm SAT.
Free ca.roping for
overnighters, security provided Fri. & Sat nite.
Jt'or more info call: 713 - 367 - 20,52 or 409 - 756 - 8667
CHAPTER
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BACK

IN
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The Chapter's Borescope has been repaired and is now back in operation for
use by Chapter 168 members.
The borescope had several problems that kept
it from being used for quite some time.
It is relatively old and repair
parts are difficult to find and .also expensive.
If members use it as the
instructions <on the storage box lid) direct it should give us good service
for many more years.
Contact our Tool Custodian Bob Beren at 242-5911 if
you want to check it out.
SALE Luscombe T-8F "Observer" · N1580B, Serial No. 6207,
manufactured May, 1948 in Garland, Texas.
One of only 29 on the FAA
registry.
3820 total time. Continental C85-12 has 2386 total hours
with 460 since major.
Can be seen at Sulphur Springs Municipal.
Price $11,950.
Contac:t John L. Bradberry (214) 885-5525.

FOR

CORROSIVE PROPERTIES OF FLAME RETARDANT SOLUTIONS
Major cockpit corrosion and passenger seat damage was found in two Convair 240 aircraft.
Investigation disclosed the seat covers and cockpit carpeting had been treated with a flame
retardant approximately 10 months prior. The flame retardant was referred to as Anti-Flame
No. 200-Solution C-24.5.
A sample of carpet and seat cover was examined, along with a sample of Fire Retardant Anti-Flame
No. 200, to determine if the fire retardant could be responsible for .c orrosion of metal s_urf aces
exposed to the q.rpet and covering. It was determined that the fire retardant caused distinct
corrosion on aluminum metal in a period of 3 days. Bromide, ammonia, and phosphate were found in
the fire retardant and it appears that the combination of ttiese substances has a distinct effect
on the degree of ~orrosion caused by the fire retardant.
The aircraft suffered considerable intergranular corrosion damage to the cockpit aluminum floor
covering, floor frame structure, and seat tracks. Two passenger seats at the rear of the aircraft
cargo compartment incurred major corrosion damage to the aluminum seat structure in areas where
they came in contact with the Anti-Flame No. 200-treated seat covers. All owners, operators ·and
repair facilities should be aware of the possible corrosive properties of certain flame retardant
solutions.
SHARING YOUR EXPERIENCES THROUGH THIS PUBLICATION MAY SAVE A LOT OF HEADACHES AND PROBLEMS FOR
OTHER PEOPLE.
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THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THE BFR-IN IS TO HAVE FUN AND AS A BY- PRODUCT•
DO A LITTLE WORK IF YOU WANT TO ON YOUR BFR IF YOU WANT TO.
•

**

,, T

•·

·)(·

BFR-IN FLY-IN HOT DOG ROAST GATHERING SPEECHES VISITS •
BFR
BOOTHS FIRST FLIGHTS LONG FLYING STORIES•
GROUND REVIEWS SHORT FLYING STORIES AIRCRAFTS DISPLAYS •
FLYING REVIEWS REVIEW FLIGHTS PICTURE TAKING FLIGHTS
*
HANGAR TALKS FLYING TALK SLOW TALKS FAST TALKS TALK-TALKS
*
NAPS UNDER WINGS NAPS IN CHAIRS DURING LONG SPEECHES
•
PINCH-HITTER THINGEES AND OTHER THINGS
*
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*

ACCORDING TO FAR 61.57 EVERY 24 MONTHS A PILOT MUST UNDER GO A
•
FLIGHT REVIEW (BIENNIAL. FLIGHT REVIEW>. THE BFF: WILL THEN CO,'lSIST•
OF A REVIEW OF PART 91 THE CURRENT GENERAL OPERATING AND FLIGHT •
RULES AND A FLIGHT REVIEW OF THOSE MANEUVERS AT THE DISCRETION
•
OF THE PERSON GIVING THE REVIEW ARE NECESSARY TO DEMOSTRATE THAT*
THE PILOT CAN SAFELY EXERCISE THE PRIVILEGES OF HIS PILOT CERT . *

•

THE 168 BFR - IN IS DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU IN ONE FLY-IN ALL THE
•
NECESSARY GROUND AND AIR WORK AT ONE SITTING WITH ALL YOUR FRIENDS
AND AT A DIRT CHEAT PRICE <LIKE NOTHING FOR THE GROUND WORK AND •
EXPENSES FOR THE AIR-WORK). AND IF YOU THINK YOU NOT READY FOR THE
REVIEW BUT WANT TO BRUSH UP WE GOT THE INSTRUCTORS FOR THAT TOO.•

*

A NUMBER OF OTHER FOLKS MAY JUST WANT TO FLY A PLANE AROUND WITH•
AN INSTRUCTOR ON A FIRST FLIGHT OR JUST GET UP IN THE AIR TO TAKE•
PICTURES ALL THAT CAN BE DONE TOO.
*

*

OTHERS WILL WANT TO JUST VISIT, KICK TIRES, EAT HOT DOGS AND VISIT
SOME MORE.
*

*
•
*

*

SO PLAN TO BE THERE. • •
ATTACHED IS A SIGN-UP SHEET PLEZ FILL OUT AS NECESSARY, THIS TO
HELP US SCHEDULE PEOPLE, PLANES, ETC

**
**
**

*
*
A HAND-OUT WITH MAPS, EVENTS, AND SCHEDULES WILL BE AVAILABLE AT•
THE MONTHLY MEETING 27MARCH84 SEE YOU THERE
*

**
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FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.

Just Call:

15790 DOOLEY ROAD

458 - 7550

DALLAS, TEXA&

752 34

oe;mo (Pitts Special) Johnson

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL !

ALCOA-the
GasoLEAN machine!

We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUILT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the er,tire line of quality
products - TCP , Vernier Controls,
EGTs. CHTs and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all
cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited.

+~~~~

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland. Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South Bt,Jilding)
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall , Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

1{IGH STA'R.
AVIATION.

(- \._,ct ll llC

h3wce 0iJl~n~}''t

\'· ;-,Ji

l

Bud Judy

6~~~

NEW STl TS DEALER

FOR DALLAS AREA!
(Located near
Addison Air port)
214-380-1105

4133 High Star

~-¥

Dallas, TX 75252

HANGAR YOUR AIRCRAFT
with someone who appreciates
Sport Aircraft!

ltllll~Ct

Chief Anonymous

Chief Barnstor~er

~~

r.,"-o~ - - - - - - - - - -

Space available in new 60 1 x 60 1
hangar along runway at Aero Valley
Contact: Bud Judy

214-380-1105

cft

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD
INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER
Ft. Worth. TX 76180
·(817) 281-6458
BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

MATERIAK5

,- OMPOSITE AIRCRAFT
..<JN G-EZE. DRAGONFLY
'. F -T-POXY. FIBERGLASS.
fOAM AND ACCESSORIES

·

1

'"' -,

ALPHAPLA T

STITS DISTRIBUTOR
BEST PROCE SS
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE

S, INC.

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

SPRUCE

AIRPLANE KITS

~

WELDED•
ASSEMBLIES

Route 1. Box 231

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD

W est . Texas 76691
, 8 17) 826-3639

HARDWAR E

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
AME 08..f\JEXI DAY SHIPMENT ....

OWNERS:
IRA & ELIZABETH HALE

RUSS CHAMBERf,

527 - 3817

P O BOX64

•

GREENVILLE /EM S ,-450,

214-455-3593

lPlhJo�� □ [R)� [p�w □[n)� �®[n)@fril

"When'you nee� it,_c_all ��!'_'

Rt. 1, Box183B
Rockwall, Texas 75087
Metr o 226-7610 ______ �
�� --(214) 563-3765
_-

.-- �
SUMMER CAMP-Boys and Girls, age 7 -17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats
AIRPORT- Fuel, Instruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House

PRESIDENT
CLASSIFIED APYT,

Gerry C.tha
:527 Shelly Ct.
Duncanville 75137
214-298-4464

VICE PRESIDENT
PRD§RAffli

.1ohn Criswell
6534 fllercltdN
Dallas TX 75214
214-B24-2902

SECRETARY
CQMM'L ADVERTISING

Dale Brooks
211110 Via Balboa
Carrollton TX 7581116
214-3B6-411126

TREASURER

Clair Button
2113 Clearfield Cir
Richardson TX 7:511181
214-231-607111

ADVISOR 11983 Pc••>
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS

Monro• McDonald
4130 Shor■cr■st
Delles TX 7:521119
214-3:SZ-l:564

"ECHOES• EDITOR

Clarence Way
7119 Dal-d Ln
Del 1 •• TX 7:5214
214-827-2357

PJRECTOR§

.

PARTS

QE§J§NEES

Ernie Ludwick
31311 Pin Oak
Dallas TX 75234X
214-241-1185

John Crook
5!51 Henov■r
Allen TX 1:seee
214-727-2653

LIBRARIAN

Clarance PleDonald
11M Lakeshor■
M■■quil:e TX 7S149
214-288-6777

Charli■ Brent
3:56B Clovardale
Dallas TX 75234
214-247-2491

Charl■y P■nry
4238 8 Cr■sthav■,,
Dallas TX 7!521119
214-352-9955

Pel:■ Ohlson
8928 Hackney La
Dalla■ TX 7:5238
211t-348-1B23

Jt111 Rushing
Route l Bo" 1417
Allan TX 75"2
214-234-8264 day■
211t-727-:563e hoae

FLV-JN COORDINATOR
P■ggy I Bob Cutler
214-361-:56:51

TQQL cusropifr1

Robart Baran
3021 Stonehenge
Carrollton 7:see&
214-242-5911

CHAPTER RECORDS

Pat■ Ohlson IDirl

E.A.A. DALLAS CHAPTER 168
POST OFFICE BOX 168
ADDISON, TE_XAS 75001

__

...._

John Russ■l1
3!522 KinMOra
Dall•• TX 75223
211t-826-4464

•

ACCESSORIES

•

,

HARDWARE

Toll-tree in Texas 1 (800) 442-3058

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive)
DALLAS. TEXAS 75220

R. K. IDickl Cavin
10:529 8-rton Dr.
Dallas TX 7:5229
214-35 l -4684

Don Brookshier
1882 Bl■ngarry Dr.
Carrollton 7:see&
214-242-56811

DMNYAIR .

(214) 350-5531

Owen Bruce
61112 Opal Lane
Richardson 7:5eM
214-231-3946

PMBLI§HER

�

AV OIL

(-

2 CYCLE
OIL

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS
T.N. "Jim" PUTNEY
AMS/OIL DEALER

1707 W. Lavender Lane
Arlington, TX 76013
817-274-1083

§AfiIY AffJCER

Nor■ I Sharon Beato,,
11248 Druaoond Dr.
Dallas TX 75228
214-27e-3791

•

.2 0

.

•

